An algorithm stral:egy is proposed for use with the assurance region (AR) approach in data envelopment analysis (DEA). The strategy addressed in this study characterizes and cla.5sifies all decision making units (DMUs) into several subsets, using the revised simplex method of linear programming. Then, each DMU subset is solved by a different algorithm. Experimental studies consisting of randomly generated data sets have confirmed that be proposed algorithm outperforms the conventional DEA use of the revised simplex method. An important feature related to the DEAjAR algorithm is that it can deal effectively with large data sets.
L Introduction
Charnes et al. [1 J have opened up a new nonparametric approach, referred to data envelopment analysis (DEA), tha,t can empirically determine the efficiency level of many organizations in public and privated sectors. The DEA development not only provides practitioners with an opportunity to enhance productive efficiency, but also provides researchers with numerous research issues related to efficiency measurement. As such example, Seiford [9J reports more than 400 DEA contributions in the last decade. In Japan, Tone [16J introduced the DEA technique and its related underlying concepts in terms of production economics.
In order to describe the research objective of this study, this article starts with describing two research issues on which many DEA researchers have been paying recent attention. First, a series of research works have investigated DEA algorithms and these related computation theory. The need for DEA algorithm development has been first argued by Charnes et al. [2, 3J because DEA applications require tremendous computation efforts. An analytical way of classifying DMUs is also proposed in [2, 3J so as to improve DEA algorithmic efficiency. Although [2, 3J did not present any computational results concerning the proposed algorithm, these studies described explicitly the importance and need for further algorithmic development. The con1ributions of [2, 3J are summarized in the forms of representation and classification theorems. Following the theorems; Chang and Sueyoshi [5] , Sueyoshi and Chang [13] , and Sueyoshi [10, 12J have presented efficient algorithms applied to different DEA models, incorporating several different algorithmic strategies.
The other important research area is to develop a new D EA approach (often referred to as "post-D EA approach") that is designed to measure the efficiency of each decision making unit (DMU) by restricting dual variables of DEA to acceptable ranges. The restriction on dual variables in the DEA method is important because it can incorporate a priori information concerning DEA efficiency :11easurement. As a consequence of such restriction, the following new perspectives are added to DEA applications: a. First, the restriction of dual variables reduces the number of efficient DMUs and more sharply delineates the best DMU(s) for a decision maker. [See [I1J for such an example representing how the number of efficient DMUs is reduced.J b. Second, the restriction provides DEA with an analytical scheme of measuring allocative efficiency (AE). [The conventional use of DEA focuses upon only technical efficiency (TE). The concept indicates the achievement of an efficient frontier. Meanwhile, the AE denotes the measure as to how a DMU operates, using input (output) quantities along the vector indicating by given input (output) prices. See [11 J for a graphical description regarding the difference between TE and AE.J
In the DEA literature two approaches are proposed to restrict dual variables to previously specified ranges. That is, DEAl assurance region (DEAl AR) analysis is proposed in [14J and cone-ratio DEA method is proposed in [4J.
[A detailed description concerning theoretical differences between the two post DEA approaches lies beyond the scope of this study.J The purpose of this study is to develop an efficient algorithm for measuring TE and AE within the framework of the DEAl AR approach. In this sense, this study may be considered as an important extension of previous studies [5, 10, 11, 12, 13J . Furthermore, this research will document several results of experimental simulation studies applied to the newly developed DEA algorithm. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes DEAl AR approach and describes its unique features in terms of algorithmic development. Section 3 states the DEA algorithm for AR that incorporates several computational strategies to enhance its algorithmic efficiency. Section 4 exhibits the results of a simulation study in which the proposed algorithm is compared with the conventional use of the revised simplex method for DEAl AR. Conclusion and future extensions are summarized in the last section.
DEAl AR Approach

DEA ratio form
This section reviews the original DEA ratio form and then extends its discussion into DEAl AR approach. Suppose that there are n DMUs denoted j E J, each of which yields a nonzero output vector }j = (Y1j, Y2j, ... , Ysj f ~ 0, using a nonzero input vector Xj = (X1j, X2j, ... , Xmj f ~ O. Here, the term "nonezero" indicates that at least one vector component is positive. The superscript "T" indicates the transpose of a vector. It i~ also assumed that there is no DMUs in J whose data domain is propotional to that of another DMU. [See Charnes et al. [3J for a discussion of this assumption.J Admitting that there are many different DEA models as presented in [9] , this study focuses upon only the original DEA ratio form in which a specific DMU o uses Xo to produce Yo:
The dual form of (1) becomes
where Vi and UT are dual variables related to input and output constraints of (1). At optimality () = TJ is always achieved and both (1) and (2) produce the same DEA efficiency score indicating TE. As described in [10, 11] ' there are several important features related to (1). in the simplex tableau of (1).
DEAl AR model
The DEA ratio form, aB noted previously, proceeds entirely from an observational data set. In this sense, it is "value free." However, there are many cases where it may be desirable to incorporate information that is known to provide meaningful restrictions on a priori grands. The recent work by Thompson et al. [14) makes it possible to achieve such a restriction by means of AR. [An alternative approach referred to as "cone-ratio approach" is discussed in [4) .]
Following [14) , the DEAl AR can be formally defined by
where the positive scalars af and af represent prescribed lower and upper bounds for the values of the ratio of dual variables v;j VI for each i = 2, ... , m and U r I U 1 for each r = 2, ... , s.
[A detailed discussion AR and its underlying theory can be found in [14, 15) .)
The DEAl AR used in this article can thus be formally expressed by appending (3) to (2). The resulting DEAl All form becomes respectively. Finally, 0 continues to be associated with (4-2), which is the same form as presented in (1) . In (5) this study maintains the assumption that the number of DYlUs dominates that of inputs plus outputs. Hence, the number of columns is much larger than that of rows in the simplex tableau of (5).
Characterization of DMUs
The DEA algorithm proposed for AR approach, where the number of inputs plus outputs is dominated by tha.t of DMUs, characterizes the type of DMUs and thereby partitions all DMUs into several subsets. Each subset is solved by a different computation process that takes advantage of the two algorithmic properties described before.
Using the result of [3] , this study classifies DYlUs into the following subset:
Here, J is the whole set of all DMUs. Each subset can be defined in the following matter:
a. E is the set of technically efficient DMUs. Each DMU in E has a unique primal [Since a graphical description regarding the four subsets can be found in [11] , this study avoids duplicating the same figure here. See Figure 1 of [11] .]
This study classifies (6) further in a way that it can be more easily incorporated in algorithmic development for DEA as discovered in [10, 12] . The subsets decomposed here are F and N and the two subsets become F = IF u IF' and N = lE u lE'. Thereby, J can be decomposed as
An important feature related to (7) , that distinguishes itself from (6) , is the use of the concept of dominance in termE: of Pareto optimality. [See [8] for the concept. The concept of Pareto optimality has served as a cornerstone of neoclassical economic theory and modern multi-criteria decision making theory.] This study utilizes the concept for algorithmic development (not for theoretical extension) so as to increase the computational efficiency of DEA applications. In order to describe the use of the concept in terms of DEA algorithmic development, it is convenient to express the concept using a simple vector comparison. Suppose that the jth DMU uses an input vector Xj = (Xlj, ;":2j, ... ,Ymj f to yield an output vector Yj = (Ylj, Y2j, ... ,Ysj f· If the following condition: (8) is satisfied, then the jth DMU is dominated by the j'th DMU. Here, inequality must hold for at least one component of (8) . Furthermore, k = minXijjx~j, assuming that xij =f:-o.
I
[See [3] for a detainled discussion regarding the value of k.]
The concept of dominance partitions the set J into its two subsets J = I n U J d , where
The set Jd is referred to as it "dominated set" and I n as a "nondominated set." The concept of dominance separates N G.nd F into four subsets as follows:
indicates the intersection of two sets. It is obvious that E U E' belongs to I n . Consequently, J can be decomposed by J=JdUJn, (10) where
It is important to note that there is another way of classifying .I as presented in [2] . The classification of (10) incorporates the concept of dominance, while [2] does not include it for the classification of J. The characterization and classification of DMUs discussed above is useful for increasing algorithmic efficiency of (1) In order to extend the algorithm of (1) into DEA/AR (4) that needs to restrict dual variables, this study proposes a new type of DMU set in addition to the six subsets (J = E u E' u lE u lE' u IF u IF'). Let us denote the set by EP that is formally defined as e. EP is the set of DMUs in E U E' whose sets of optimal dual variables measured by (1) satisfy AR condition (3) . Each DMU in EP satisfies ()* = 1 at optimal DEAj AR ( 4).
Algorithm
The algorithm proposed for DEAl AR has the four major computation process.es as follows:
a. First, as a preparatory process, the algorithm decomposes J into I n and Jd by (8) .
Suppose that there are n DMUs in J that are partitioned into nl DMUs in I n and n2 DMUs in Jd.
[Of course, n = nl +n2.] The preparatory process temporarily excludes the columns of Aj related to explicitly inefficient DMUs in Jd from the simplex tableau of (1) .
[Note that DMUs in J d are examined after the TE measurement of all DMUs in I n .] b. Second, using (1), the algorithm measures TE of each DMU in I n and gradually suppresses the columns of A) related to DMUs in E' U lE' U lP' from its simplex tableau. As a consequence of this stage, the DEA algorithm for measuring TE can classify I n into the four different subsets (i.e., I n = E U E' u lE' U I P').
c. Third, using (1), the algorithm proceeds to measure TE of DMUs in J d , maintaining only Aj columns related to DMUj,j E E in the tableau. Let ne be the number of DMUs belonging to E. The number of Aj columns is reduced from n (for J) to ne (for E). Thereby, the DEA algorithm can increase its computational efficiency to measure TE of DMUs in J d . d. Finally, the last stage of the DEA algorithm measures AE of all DMUs, using (5) .
The important algorithmic aspect of the computation process is that (5) maintains only Aj columns, j E E u E', in the simplex tabeau. Thus, the reduced column size can reduce considerably the computation time and effort for measuring AE of all the DMUs in J.
Reordered DMU set
In order to determine an incoming DMU to be measured, the DEA algorithm reorders DMUs in J according to the values of (11 ) where Xj = L Xij and Yj = LYrj. The algorithm uses a descending order of the 9j values to I T select an incoming DMU when classifying J into I n and h. Meanwhile, it uses an ascending order of the 9j value when selecting an incoming DMU to measure its TE and AE. Henceforth, this study uses a new symbol "p" to represent the computational order of DMUs to be explored by the DEA algorithm. The algorithmic order is referred to as a "stage." It is important to distinguish the difference between j and p. The symbol j indicates the observed order of DMUs, while the p denotes the algorithmic order of DMUs to be measured. Hence, p = 1 denotes the initial stage of the algorithm and j = 1 indicates the first observed DMU.
Algorithm for TE measurement of I n
After classifying J = I n U h by (8), the DEA algorithm temporarily excludes the explicitly inefficient DMUs in Jd from its computational process and then initiates itself by setting Bl = In,Cl = r/J,El = r/J and E~ = r/J, where B, C, E and E' indicate four different subsets of I n that are used for algorithmic convenience only. The symbol "r/J" denotes a.ll empty set. The subscript "1" is used to represent the initial stage 0:: the four subsets. Thus, the four sets at the pth stage can be expressed by Bp, Gp, Ep, and E~(p = 1"", n). The four sets can be formally defined as a. Ep = {DMUj I j E E and the jth DMU has been examined}, b.
Then, the algorithm solves the TE measurement of the DMU p by the following DEA model:
The difference between (1) and (12) is that (1) uses all >'j,j E J as decision variables, while (12) uses its subset Bp(~ J) so as to measure DEA solutions of the DMU p' As an algorithmic advantage, the size of Bp is always diminishing as the algorithm proceeds.
Based upon DEA solutions related to (12) , the DMU p is classified by the following way: If Gp is not an empty set, the DEA algorithm selects an incoming DMU p from Gp and starts with >'p = 1 as an initicJ entering variable of the simplex tableau of (12) . The strategy is due to the fact that all the DMUs in Gp belongs to E U E'.
Algorithm for TE measurement of J d
After measuring TE of all the DMUs in I n , the algorithm sets p = j,j E J d to evaluate TE of the DMU p, using the following DEA model:
The difference between (1) and (13) is that (1) uses the columns related to Aj,j E J, while (13) uses only those related to Aj,j E E. Thus, the number of Aj columns is reduced from n to ne in the simplex tableau. The reduced columns can improve algorithmic efficiency to measure TE of .Id, particularly when the size of Jd is large. The end of the stage indicates the completion of TE measurement regarding all DMUs in J.
Algorithm for AE measurement of J
The final stage of the DEA algorithm takes advantage of the computational results explored before. That is, measuring TE of DMUs in J, the algorithm classifies J into the six different subsets (.J = E U E'l E U I E' U IF U I F ' ). When developing the simplex tableau for AE measurement, the algorithm uses the A] columns related to only DMUs in E U E', because the DMU~ satisfying AE is a subset of EUE'. The algorithm needs to pay attention only on E U E'. Now, in order to measure AE of DMUs in J. the DEA algorithm examines first whether dual variables of DMUs in E U E' satisfy AR requirement (3) . If the dual variables satisfy (3), then the DMU can be identified to belong to EP and its AE measurement does not require any additional computation. Conversely, if the dual variables do not satisfy (3), then the AE of the DMU needs to be measured. TIle AE measurement of DAfU p violating (3) can be measured by the following D EA/ AR model: 
Here, each DMU p is selected from J -EP. Tlw difference between (5) and (14) is that (5) uses the Aj columns related to all the DMUs in J in its simplex tableau, while (14) uses those for DMUs in EP. Since EP is a small subset of J in a real data set, the size of columns in the tableau of (14) becomes much smaller than that of (.5). Consequently, (14) can be solved with reduced CPU time and algorithmic effort. The completion of the AR measurement indicates the end of the entire DEA algorithm for measuring TE and AE. Finally, this al ticle provides a step-by-step description concerning the whole algorithm visually summarized in Figure 1 . 
Computational Results
Simulation study for TE measurement
Experimental simulation studies consisting of randomly generated data sets were caHied out to compare the performance of two DEA codes related to TE measurement. The first coded (named "TB-revised simplex") utilized the ordinary revised simplex method for (1) that did not incorporate any computational strategy. The code was a "dumb code" that always started from scratch to measure TE of each DMU according to its observed order. The other code (named "TE-special code") used the DEA algorithm presented in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Thus, the object of this section is to examine the performance as to how the TE-special code improves the TE-revised simplex in terms of its algorithmic efficiency.
All the simulations were run on an IBM-AR. The total time spent in solving generated data sets were recorded in central processor unit (CPU) seconds. The structure of the simulation study was a 2 X 9 X 5 factorial experiment in which each treatment had 10 replications. This study generated six different DMU subsets (i.e., E, E',I E, IE',I F and IF'), following the data generation process proposed by Sueyoshi [10] . Each DMU uses two inputs to yield three outputs. This article avoids the duplication of describing the four DMU subsets (E, E' , lE and lE'), because the data generation process of the subsets is mentioned i [l detail by Sueyoshi [10] . Hence, this study focuses upon a description regarding how to generate DMUs in IF and IF'. It is important to describe here that all the DMU set (J) is classified into J = E u E' u lE u lE' by the DEA-additive model in [10] , while J is decomposed into J = EuE'UI EuIE'UI FuI F' by DEA-ratio form (1). Thus, the difference between the two D EA models can be characterized by the existence of such D MU s in IF u IF'. The rationale is due to the fact that the additive model is formulated on the concept of Farrell-Debreau efficiency analysis [6] , while the ratio form is based upon the concept of Koopmans-PMeto production analysis [7] .
The data generation of DMUs in IF U lP' can be described as follows: First, the simulation process selected a single DMU in E and then increased the quantity of one input measure, while maintaining the quantities of the other input and output measures. The resulting DMU belongs to IF. Thus, this study could generate two DMUs from each DMU in E. In order to describe how much the input quantity is increased, let the input vector of the DMU in E be (Xl, X2, X3) . Then, the DMU generates two input vectors denoted by (X;,X2,X3) and (:rl,xi,x3) where x; > 7/3x2 and xi > 7/3xI, respectively. [See [10, 13] for the rationale regarding the selection of 7/3.] The simulation process waS repeated by selecting different DMUs in E to obtain many DMUs in IF. Second, in order to obtain DMUs in IF', this study applied a convex combination to two adjacent DMUs in E. Then, one output quantity of the generated DMU was reduced, while the other output and inputs were maintained at these current levels. The simulation study was repeated many times by selecting different adjacent DMUs in E until it provided enough DMUs in IF'. Table 1 Copyright © by ORSJ. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. Computational results of this simulation study are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . The numbers in Table 1 indicate average CPU seconds, each of which is measured by dividing the total CPU seconds by the total number of DMUs. For instance, the time shown in the last column (i.e., the one with No. of DMUs= 500) is the average CPU time to solve 5000 (10 x 500) DMUs where 10 is the number of replications and 500 is the number of D\1Us. Table 2 presents the ratio of CPU time, expressed in a percentage form, that compares the average CPU time of the TE-special code with that of the dumb code (the TE-revised simplex code). As described in Table 2 , at least 35% savings are yielded by the TE-special code. Moreover, Table 2 depicts that there is a decreasing trend in the ratio of CPU time as the number of DMUs and/or the percentage of inefficient DMUs increase. The finding indicates clearly that the performance of the TE-special code becomes very efficient particularly when a data set becomes very large.
Simulation study for AE measurement
Using the same data set in Section 4.1, this study compared the performance of two DEA codes related to AE measurement. The firot code (named "AE-revised simplex") used the ordinary revised simplex method to solve (4). The DEA coded was a dumb code that always started from scratch to measure each DI\IU, following the observed order of D:\1Us. The second code (named "AE-special code") used the algorithmic strategy concerning AE measurement depicted in Figure l .
DEA/ AR used in this simulation study incorporates the following range of AR to restrict its dual variables: Computational results of the simulation study are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4 . The two tables correspond to Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. Table 3 depicts that at least 35% savings are yielded by the AE-special code. This simulation study also finds that there is a decreasing trend in the ratio of CPU time as the number of DMUs and/or the percentage of inefficient DMU s increase. Thus, the finding also indicates that the performance of the special algorithm for measuring AE is increasingly improved as the size of a data set becomes large. '-l "' " Copyright © by ORSJ. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. 
Conclusion and Future Extensions
The objective of this article is to describe an efficiently designed framework to measure TE and AE, using the two DEA models. An important feature of this algorithmic strategy is that it separates all the DMUs into six distinct subsets. Eaeh subset is solved by a different algorithm. As a remit of the algorithmic framework, the proposed approach can measure TE and AE with less CPU time and computational efforts than the ordinary revised simplex method. Experimental simulation studies have confirmed the superiority of the specially designed algorithm.
As a future extension, this study proposes the use of the parallel processing incorporated in a supercomputer system for DEA. That is, the DEA data set can be classified into several subsets, each of which can be solved by a parallel processing procedure. Thus, an efficient algorithm including both the special DEA algoril;hm and the architecture of the supercomputer can solve extremely large DEA problems. Furthermore, the research demonstrates that DEA is a perfect application for such parall,~l processing system. This is an important future task.
A shortcoming of this research is that our experimental simulation studies examine the performance of the proposed DEA algorithm, using only data sets of two outputs and three inputs. It is important to develop a simulation fnmework by which more than three outputs and/or inputs are generated. However, this task is very difficult from the perspective of controlling the types of DMUs. This issue is another important assignment, as wel!.
Finally, it is hoped that this study makes a small contribution regarding DEA algorithmic development and its applications.
